For Students: View a Graded Quiz and Review Feedback

Overview
Quiz results and feedback are released by the instructor. Depending on how your instructor has set up the release of scores and feedback, it may be immediate or delayed. Some instructors release scores only after all students have completed the quiz. Other instructors may automatically release your score and possibly quiz questions/answers immediately upon completion. Written Response essay questions will not be graded until the instructor has time to review and manually grade them.

Objectives
By following the guide, you will be able to:

Part 1: View a Graded Quiz.
Part 2: Familiarize yourself with the feedback.

Part 1: View a Graded Quiz

1. Click Course Tools in the navigation bar.
2. Select Quizzes from the dropdown menu.
3. From the Quiz List, click the Attempt link in the Evaluation Status column to the right of the quiz that you wish to view feedback.
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3. Note: If you click on the link to the quiz, you can still get to your submission by clicking the dropdown arrow next to the title of the quiz.
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4. Click the link to the Attempt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Attempts</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attempt 1</td>
<td>81 / 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall Grade (highest attempt): 81 / 100

5. Depending on what quiz information your instructor has released, you may see:
   - No score.
   - Score only.
   - Only quiz questions answered **incorrectly** with/without answers.
   - Only quiz questions answered **correctly** with/without answers.
   - Only quiz questions **with user responses** with/without answers.
   - Only quiz questions **without user responses** with/without answers.
Part 2: Familiarize yourself with the feedback

1. When reviewing auto graded quiz questions:
   - Correct Responses will show a black checkmark.
   - Incorrect Responses will show a red X.
   - Correct Answers (when answered incorrectly) will show a blue arrow.
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2. When reviewing manually graded quiz questions, such as Written Response essay questions:
   - Scroll down to your written response, then click the arrow icon next to ‘View Feedback’ to view any typed feedback from your instructor.
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   **The correct answer is not displayed for Written Response type questions.**
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